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hello beautiful
Hey There Fellow Junkee! 

We are so excited that you chose us! We know you have lots of 
options when it comes to beauty products and appreciate you being 
part of our tribe. 

Beauty Junkees is your online playground for all things makeup, 
helping you feel more confident by simplifying the somewhat 
intimidating and overly complex world of beauty. Inspired by real 
women, Beauty Junkees is renowned for high quality makeup tools 
and skin friendly cosmetics at a price that everyone can afford. 

Whether this is your first sample or you are one of our frequent 
guests, we want to ensure your satisfaction of every purchase you 
make with us. Our goal is to teach you how to use our tools and 
cosmetics, to help you look and feel more confident. 

Please use this guide as a starting point for how to use our products. 
If you are looking for more advanced applications, check out our 
website or YouTube to find some of the top video bloggers sharing 
their favorite Beauty Junkees techniques. 

If you have any questions for us, or just want to chat all things 
beauty, we’d love to hear from you! Connect with us via social 
media, email, or phone anytime! 

With Love, 

Founder & Chief Junkee   



The Flat Top Kabuki Makeup Brush is best used for concealer and foundation 

application where medium to heavy coverage is desired on the larger regions of the 

face (forehead, cheeks, chin). It works in such a manner to buff your foundation 

evenly across your skin for a smooth, flawless finish.

FLAT TOP KABUKI MAKEUP BRUSH

what it does

How to Apply Liquid Foundation

STEP 1: Pour or pump the desired amount of foundation on to the back of your 

hand or on a clean makeup pallet. With clean hands, apply your foundation directly 

to your face by applying small dabs to the main areas of your face (forehead, 

cheeks, nose and chin). If you choose not to use your fingers, with a light hand you 

can dip just the tips of the bristles into the foundation covering the entire surface. 

STEP 2: Begin to stipple (a light tapping motion) the foundation around your face, 

working from the center of the face, moving to the cheeks and then outward to the 

borders of the face. 

STEP 3: Once the stippling step is completed you will want to begin to blend the 

product. With a light hand, begin to blend in small circular motions. Be sure to take 

the product all the way to your hair line and along the jaw line. With any leftover 

product on the brush be sure to blend down your neck to prevent any harsh lines. 

Note: If you skin is particularly dry, it is recommended that you skip this step to 

avoid your skin from flaking.

To avoid excess foundation build up, it’s best to slowly build layers by 
adding small amounts of product at a time. 

https://www.amazon.com/Beauty-Junkees-Kabuki-Foundation-Makeup/dp/B00F008GFQ/
https://www.amazon.com/Beauty-Junkees-Kabuki-Foundation-Makeup/dp/B00F008GFQ/


The Flat Angled Kabuki is truly a multi-functional addition to your makeup kit. It can 

be used with any type of foundation (liquid, mineral, cream, powder, or mousse) for 

an all over face application or used to apply and blend blush or bronzer to the 

contours of your face.

FLAT ANGLED KABUKI MAKEUP BRUSH

what it does

How to contour

STEP 1: Dab the bristles into the contour, mainly focusing on getting the product on 

the angled tip of the brush. Tap off any excess product. 

STEP 2: With the pointed edge of the brush, starting at the top of the ear, sweep 

product below the cheekbone towards the corner of the mouth, stopping in line with 

your iris.  

STEP 3: Next, turn the brush to the flat side of the brush and with NO additional 

product begin to blend in small circular motions back towards the ear. Repeat steps 

if needed.

For a balanced contour, you also want to contour the sides of your nose, 
along the jawline and neck and along the hair line.

https://www.amazon.com/Beauty-Junkees-Kabuki-Foundation-Makeup/dp/B00F008GFQ/


The Round Kabuki Makeup Brush is best used with mineral makeup and powders 

for an all over face application.

ROUND KABUKI MAKEUP BRUSH

what it does

How to APPLY MINERALS

STEP 1: Tap a small amount of your mineral foundation into the lid of the product. 

STEP 2: Swirl the brush around the lid to pick up the desired amount of product. 

Tap off any excess product. 

STEP 3: Starting at the center of your face, begin to buff the product in small 

circular motions around the face moving your way out to the hair line, down to the 

chin and jawline. Repeat steps if additional coverage is desired.

It is recommended to moisturize before applying mineral powder foundation. 
Allow 10 mins to dry.

https://www.amazon.com/Beauty-Junkees-Kabuki-Foundation-Makeup/dp/B00F008GFQ/


The Tapered Kabuki Makeup Brush is best used for applying concealer in hard to 

reach corners of the face, and highlighting around the eyes.

TAPERED KABUKI MAKEUP BRUSH

what it does

How to APPLY concealer

STEP 1: With clean hands, apply concealer with fingers to desired area (under the 

eyes and around the nostrils) or apply directly with the product applicator that is 

provided. 

STEP 2: Use the stippling motion (a light tapping motion) to blend by moving the 

brush back and forth from the inner corner to the outer corner of the eye. 

STEP 3: Once your concealer is applied, you can wipe off any excess product left 

on the brush and apply a finishing powder to prevent creasing. Apply using the 

same stippling motion.

With the makeup tool you used to apply your foundation, lightly stipple 
where your concealer and foundation meet just to blend out any harsh 
lines.

https://www.amazon.com/Beauty-Junkees-Kabuki-Foundation-Makeup/dp/B00F008GFQ/


angled KABUKI MAKEUP BRUSH

what it does

How to Apply blusher

The Angled Kabuki Makeup Brush is best used as a blush brush, but also works 

well for contouring and blending. 

STEP 1: Press or dab brush in desired product. Tap off any excess product. 

STEP 2: Apply the product to the apples of your cheeks in a stippling motion (a light 

tapping motion) moving towards the temple. 

STEP 3: Once the stippling step is completed you will want to blend the product. 

With a light hand begin to blend in small circular motions, again towards the temples. 

Repeat until desired color is achieved.

If you're going to use it for multiple applications in your look, be sure to 
apply your product from lightest to darkest, so you don't have to wash 
the brush in between each application. Try this order: foundation, 
powder, then highlighting makeup, blush, and then a darker contouring 
shade.

For a more contoured look, focus on the hollows of your cheeks, just 
under your cheekbones.



We recommend cleaning your makeup brush before using it the first time. 

There are many different methods to clean makeup brushes such as soaps, 

shampoos, or cleansers. One favorite method and secret used in the beauty 

industry is to clean brushes with olive oil in addition to any soap that kills 

bacteria (hand soap). It may seem counterintuitive to apply oil to a product 

that is coming into contact with your skin, however oil removes oil. 

For daily cleaning, consider using a daily brush cleaner or makeup remover 

wipes. 

How to Clean Your Makeup BRUSHES

We recommend deep cleaning your makeup brushes weekly using the 

following best method: 

1. Holding the brush by the handle with the bristles facing down, run water 

over bristles. 

2. Gently squeeze out any excess water and makeup residue. 

3. Apply a dime size amount of mild soap and olive oil into the palm of your 

hand. 

4. Gently massage the bristles into your palm in a circular motion while 

running under water until the water runs clear, being careful NOT to 

submerge the brush. 

5. Squeeze out any excess water using a clean towel. 

6. Allow the makeup brush to air dry in an open space overnight, ideally 

hanging with bristles facing down to prevent water from settling into the 

ferrule.  

IMPORTANT: Do not submerge the makeup brush/bristles in water; avoid 

getting moisture in the ferrule (metal part) as it can settle and cause loose 

bristles and or handle. 



If you LOVE your Kabuki, 
Check out her little sisters, the mini Kabukis

for precision 
application
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